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The Android 4.4.2 KitKat update is now available for the Galaxy Note 3 (SM-N900). Currently, the 4.4.2 update is only live in Russia, but is expected to be released worldwide in the coming days. As usual, banded carrier devices will have to wait a little longer, or you can always flash the update yourself when it appears.
The Galaxy Note 3 SM-N9005, which is the Snapdragon 800 CPU version, received the same update as Android 4.4.2 last week. I'm sure you're all familiar with the new features of KitKat, but for a quick recap here are some of Samsung's most specific:The ui changes will be the most instantly noticeable differences. The
update changes the more traditional touchwiz multicolored look to the new icons of the clean white KitKat status bar. Although the toggles in the dropdown notification preserve the old green-themed style. Samsung has made some changes to the lock screen by adding a camera shortcut directly to the lock screen for
quick access. Album art also now appears on the full-screen lock screen when playing music. The built-in samsung keyboard layout has been improved for use in landscape mode, paying special attention to better gesture typing. Performance has also generally been improved with KitKat. There is a decent increase in
the overall benchmark score after the update. As with all Samsung devices, updates can be downloaded and installed by connecting your Galaxy Note 3 to your computer and using Samsung's Kies software. Alternatively, to manually check if there is an update on the head over the air for Settings &gt; More &gt; About
the device &gt; software update &gt; Update.Tagged: SamsungAndroidSamsung Galaxy SSo Software Update Samsung Galaxy Tab 3 7.0The new fcc lists a Samsung SM-T310 device that seems to have the right dimensions to be a potential 8-inch Galaxy Tab 3 8.0 tablet. The SM-T310 has been seen in previous
reports that claimed that this particular model number is Samsung's first 8-inch galaxy tab version, but it has only appeared on the FCC now. The same SM-T310 was seen on the Bluetooth SIG in late March, where it was confirmed to be a tablet, so we expected it to hit the FCC sooner or later. Although the product's
trade name is not offered, and Samsung has not yet officially announced the tablet, there is more circumstantial evidence suggesting that this will in fact be the Galaxy Tab 3 8.0.First, the confirmed model number, SM-T310, is very similar to the model number of the Galaxy Tab 3 7.0, SM-T210. Since the 7-inch Galaxy
Tab 3 tablet has already been unveiled (image above), it makes a lot of sense to assume that the SM-T310 is a different member of the Galaxy Tab 3 family. Tablet SM-T310 (FCC)But most importantly, the documentation reveals that we are looking at a device that averages 9 inches diagonally (or 228.45mm) that would
be just enough to fit an 8-inch screen inside. Side Side dimensions, storage (16GB of memory), Wi-Fi (802.11 a/b/g/n) and Bluetooth 4.0 support, other specifications and features are not available at this time for the next device. As you can see, unlike yesterday's Motorola XT1058 FCC file, a device we can't say for sure
whether it's the Rumor of Google X Phone or not, the case of the SM-T310 being the Galaxy Tab 38.0 seems to be much simpler to solve. Samsung already has an 8-inch tablet, the Galaxy Note 8.0, which is being sold in several markets but which is also criticized for its higher-than-expected price. The Galaxy Tab 3 8.0
may be a more affordable 8-inch tablet, although we have to cross that bridge later. At this time, we have no idea when Samsung will officially announce the product. Samsung SM-T310 tablet (FCC)Is anyone looking forward to this new Android tablet manufactured by Samsung? Are you keeping an eye on the next
Samsung Galaxy S5? It's good for you. But many will probably want a little more freedom in the choices they make for what is in their own smartphone right, which means that the root will be at the top of their agenda. If so, you are in the right place as we will guide you through the process of rooting the Baby S5 step to
baby step. Before we do that, however, we'll list a lot of warnings, or warnings, if you like. For starters, and make sure you understand the importance of this, just try twisting the international Galaxy S5 model -- the SM-G900F. It won't be long until most variants get a root method, but for now the G900F is the only one
that won't catch fire if you twist through this method. Secondly, keep in mind that this will increase your phone's so-called flash counter, which is actually a (removable) obstacle to warranty service if you modify any of the software on your device. Finally, rooting will also trip a Knox security flag. With that out of the way,
let's start cracking. SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER! FEATURED VIDEO The FCC today approved the unannounced Samsung SM-G906S, which is widely believed to be the Korean version of the Galaxy S5 Prime. According to the FCC, the SM-G906S is the same device as the SM-G906K and SM-G906L. The
reason the handset has three slightly different model numbers is that it should be released by all three South Korean mobile operators: SK Telekom, KT and LG U+. Unfortunately, the FCC has not revealed many details about this supposed S5 Prime. However, it shows that the smartphone features lTE band 5 and band
17 - a combination of bands that no US carrier is supporting. A few weeks ago, we exclusively posted photos that purportedly show the Samsung Galaxy S5 Prime - although, of course, we can't confirm its authenticity yet. Either way, the S5 Prime should be the Samsung smartphone to offer a Quad HD screen (1,440 x
2,560). Other features expected include a quad-core Quad-core Snapdragon 805 3GB of RAM and Android 4.4.3 KitKat. Before being approved by the FCC, the SM-G906 also visited Bluetooth SIG, and South Korea's equivalent to the FCC. It is unclear whether the final name of the new high-end smartphone will be
Galaxy S5 Prime. We've heard that Samsung may choose to call it Galaxy Alpha, or Galaxy F. We hope to know more about this in the near future, so stay tuned. source: FCC SUBSCRIBE OUR NEWSLETTER! The Verizon variant of the Samsung Galaxy S III Verizon customers who pre-ordered the Samsung Galaxy S
III have begun to receive their device. Alive! And those who wanted to expect the phone to be available in big red stores should be able to jump, jump or jump into a Verizon location starting Tuesday and order the Samsung Galaxy S III. For those who have already received the phone, those who will be buying the phone,
or those who just like to read user manuals, Verizon has put the instruction book to the handset through a . PDF file so you can read about all the features that your current phone doesn't have, making you even more jealous of those with the Samsung Galaxy S III.The User Manual makes great reading material during
those times when you're, uh, unwell. It's almost impossible to read the manual for the Samsung Galaxy S III and don't want to make it your daily driver. The most difficult competition from the phone will come from the Motorola DROID RAZR MAXX and its 3300mAh battery and the Apple iPhone 4S. While there have
been conflicting reports about which phone is currently Big Red's best-selling, as of July 10 it becomes a three-way battle.source:UserGuide via Android SUBSCRIBECentral TO OUR NEWSLETTER! The new Samsung Galaxy Note 10 comes in two versions, and although they are identical in many ways there are still
some important differences between the two brothers. Let's find out what they are and what Note is likely to be the best buy. This is especially important if you are thinking of upgrading from a Samsung Galaxy Note 9 or Galaxy Note 8 smartphone, since the extra real estate screen, camera functionality and hardware can
be a business maker for some, or a waste of money not needed for others, depending on individual usage scenarios. The best samsung Galaxy Note 10 Plus 5G today, Samsung Galaxy Note 10 Plus and Samsung Galaxy Note 10 offers Inlimited minsInlimitedtexts40GBdataNo excess data loads in Australia. The speed
will be limited to 1.5Mbps.Min. Total cost $1,537.96 (Image credit: Future)Samsung Galaxy Note 10 vs Galaxy Note 10+: design and displayThe most obvious difference between the two versions of the Note 10 is size. The Note 10 is 151 mm high, 71.8 mm wide and 7.9 mm thick. It weighs 168g up to 196g from its older
sister. The Plus model reaches 162.3 mm tall, 77.1 mm wide and 7.9 mm thick. The size is largely up to the screens. Both devices receive Dynamic AMOLED Infinity-O Infinity-O The Note 10 display has 6.3 inches delivering 2,280 x 1,080 to 401ppi and the Note 10+ has 6.8 inches with 3,040 x 1,440 to 498ppi. The
screens of both models come with a hole for the front camera; unlike the previous generation, where the front camera was located in the frame, it is at the top center of the screen here. The rear cameras also moved: instead of being located in a horizontal range, they are now vertical and on the left side. Both devices are



HDR10+ certified and neither has a connector for headphones. (Image credit: Future) Samsung Galaxy Note 10 vs Galaxy Note 10+: processor and storageThe processor you receive depends on where in the world you are. The U,China, Latin America and Japan receive the Snapdragon 855+ while the rest of the world
will be rocking Samsung's own Exynos 9825. Both processors are octa-core. The Note 10+ comes with an impressive 12GB of RAM and 256GB or 512GB of internal storage. The smaller Note 10 has 8GB of RAM and 256GB of internal storage, and there's no way to expand that. The Note 10+ has a microSD slot with
support for up to 512GB of external storage. There is no such slot in the standard Note 10. (Image credit: Future) Samsung Galaxy Note 10 vs Galaxy Note 10+: Camera Where the previous Note had a dual lens camera, the Note 10 adds a third. The main set now has an ultra-wide 16MP camera with f/2.2, a 12MP wide
angle camera with f/1.5 to f/2.4 and a 12MP telephoto lens with f/2.1. The front camera is 10MP with f/2.2, and is a single lens case instead of the previous Note's dual lens set. The Note 10+ adds one more rear camera to deliver a quadcamera set: the fourth camera is a DepthVision camera with f/1.4 and VGA
resolution. The other camera specifications remain the same. Samsung Galaxy Note 10 vs Galaxy Note 10+: BatteryBig phones need large batteries, but the Note 10 only gets 3,500mAh. The larger Note10+ has a larger battery of 4,300mAh, but this battery needs to drive a larger display, so don't expect a spectacular
difference in daily battery life. Support for fast wireless charging of 45W and 20W means that if you run out of power, you won't be hanging on sockets for long. Samsung Galaxy Note 10 vs Galaxy Note 10+: Price and availabilityThe LTE version of the Galaxy Note 10 costs $949 and the 5G version costs $1,049. The
Note 10+ on the other hand costs $1,099 for the LTE version and $1,299 for the 5G variant. All models go on sale on August 23, 2019. (Image credit: Future) Samsung Galaxy Note 10 vs Galaxy Note 10+: VerdictThe Galaxy Note and Note 10+ are identical in many ways, but the Note 10+ has a larger, higher resolution
screen; more RAM; expandable storage; a larger battery; and an extra camera. He can do it all this without adding much volume: it is less than an inch taller and just over half an inch wider, wider, the weight difference is only 30g. If you want as much energy as possible and money is no object, then the Galaxy Note 10+
is clearly the choice of the pair. The best deals of today's Samsung Galaxy Note 9 Samsung Galaxy Note 10 vs Huawei P30 Pro Pro
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